The Proofpoint Premium Threat Information Service provides you with a deeper understanding of the ongoing threat landscape and your organization’s place in it, enabling you to prioritize your security decisions. With expertise on call, you gain a better situational understanding and make better security decisions faster. This value is based on the three components of the service: exclusive access to experts, actionable threat intelligence and advance warning for emerging threats.

**Exclusive Access to Senior Threat Analysts**

With Premium Threat Information Service, you get direct access to industry-leading threat researchers through individual one-on-one inquiry meetings, backed by associated dedicated research. These interactive briefings can include personalized threat research and live discussion of your threat challenges, as well as larger strategic context. From board-level threat landscape presentations to malware analysis and indicators of compromise (IOCs), you set the agenda.

**Actionable Threat Intelligence**

Our team provides you with individualized research and benchmarking in a monthly report. Gain regular insight into the threat landscape and your organization’s place in it. We provide you with statistics that include the top malware targeting you, top targeted individuals, top campaigns, and how you compare to industry peers, as well as other trends in malicious campaigns directed specifically at your organization.
Advance Insight and Warning

Our Analyst Logbook gives you privileged access to the latest threat and actor developments. This takes place via as-it-happens researcher write-ups and live anonymous interaction with threat researchers and other industry peers. Available to you 24/7 in the Analyst Logbook Portal, this visibility can provide you with early warning. This enables your organization to quickly adopt proactive defenses and improve your security posture.

Why Proofpoint

Our Premium Threat Information Service provides you with the additional insight and expertise you need to help you make better security decisions. This deeper understanding of threats helps you protect your people and your organization, and it complements and enhances your current security investments.

LEARN MORE

For more information, visit proofpoint.com.